
Cotter Corporation
General Oice

February 26, 1990

Mr. Robert He Bernero
Director
Office of Nuclear Materials

safety and Safeguards
United States Nuclear

Regulatory Commission
Washington* D. C. 20555
Dear Mr. Bernero:

We have received your most recent letter advisin;
that the provisions of 10 C.r.R. part 40 appendix are
appropriate guidance tor disposal of radioactive material
found In the Westlake landfill. We appreciate receipt of
the information since it will provide some assistance in
our evaluation. However, we still have unresolved the
remaining two primary concerns which have been raised with
your staff, and the Office of General Counsel. Namely:

1. Our position that any action which may be
taken to remediate conditions at the Westlake landfill be
subject to unitary regulatory jurisdiction andl oversight.

2. Our need to have access to the documents,
data and other information pertaining to the acquisition.
processing or other treatment, handling and disposition by
the United States or its contractors, of the radioactive
material now asserted to be in the Westlake landfill.

As you knov, answers to both of these issues are
critical to our determination of the role, it any, which
Cotter night agree to in dealing with the Westlake
landfill. We understand from conversations with Robert
Fonner that he has raised with U.S. EPA the jurisdictional
issue created by potentially overlapping N.R.C. and EPA
regulatory authorities, and the proposed listing of the
Westlake landfill on the National Priority Linit. The
information which he conveyed to us indicates that there
Is a very serious potential that any remediatilon of the
radioactive materials at Westlake by a private party may
be seriously Impeded and complicated by dual requiation.
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Cotter is of course, poverless to resolve the
jurisdictional Issues between U.S. EPA and N.A.C. It to
our firm belief, hovevere that unless desolution of this
Issue is reached in advance of any undortakinqs by us, all
parties and the public will be subjected to unwarranted
burdens, cost and delay.

With respect to the historical Information
concerninq the materials, Mr. Fonner advised us In early
January that an effort was beinq made sto locate and make
those records available. We have not heard further from
him. Cotter cannot make a responsible decision about its
possible role In the matter vithout ao.es8 to the
historical information, nor can it make prudent decisions
about the roles of ocher parties who have owned, had
possession or otherwise been involved with the material.
Information vith respect to the original nature and torm
at the material and the manner In which it has been
processed or otherwise treated is necessary to help us
evaluate remedial alternatives.

We are anxious to resolve the relationship end
responsibility of Cotter reqarding this material as
expeditiously as possible. Please advise me reqarding
your ability to respond to our outstandinq questions.
Should you have any questions or vish to discuss our
concerns, please call se on 312-29404416.

Very truly yours,

George P. Ritakes
President# Cotter

Corporation


